
OBAMA MONTY HALL TO
GIVE LOVELY PARTING
GIFTS TO BP DEATH
VICTIMS
The title pretty much tells the tale. It was
just stated on The Ed Schultz Show on MSNBC
that:

Family of 11 victims of the Deep Horizon
explosion to visit White House next
week.

Well, that is just swell.

On the day a forlorn paucity of the media
belatedly report on the deceptive collusion that
the US Government and BP have been sitting on
physical evidence, and factual conclusions drawn
therefrom, contained in the full set of video
feeds they both have been viewing from the
outset of the BP Macondo/Deepwater Horizon blow
out, we learn the White House is suddenly going
to submit to external pressure and grant the
victims of the BP/Deepwater Horizon homicides a
walkby meet and greet ceremonial dog and pony
show. After nearly two weeks of the victims
screaming they have been forgotten, the audience
has been approved from on high.

How refreshing. I hope the bereaved at least get
an official White House coffee cup and
Presidential keychain for their participation.

This is just wrong. It is not wrong for
Obama to meet with the relatives and next

of kin to the wrongfully deceased of an American
natural disaster. It is wrong they had to beg
for it, wrong it is being sold like a new
product release, and wrong it is used as a
convenient image makeover for an Obama
Administration recalcitrant to treat mass scale
criminal, and wholesale recklessly wanton
environmental behavior as what it really is.
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Think this is an exaggeration? Just wait and
watch. Let me know when there is individual
criminal liability where it belongs, as opposed
to an inbred with the corporate culture, wink
and nod plea and fine scheme in collusion with
BP, Transocean, Halliburton and/or their
powerful lobbyists. You know, criminal
prosecution of the truly criminally negligent
actors and authorities. The ones making the
imminently foreseeable, cold, craven and
disastrous decisions precipitating the needless
death of eleven souls and the biggest
environmental disaster in the history of the
United States. Not the kind of cozy package deal
the US government is known for giving BP when
they have wreaked wholesale death and
environmental destruction.

I do not presume to speak for the Deepwater
deceased and their survivors; but I find it hard
to believe they would not rather the President
and American government show they will no longer
accept the absent regulatory effort, coddling of
profit before morals corporate greed, and
“looking forward” blind ignorance of
accountability for dereliction and destruction
of the ethos we should, and claim to, stand for.
The dead and their relatives are entitled to
better than is given the latest basketball team
to win a championship.

Mr. Obama, show the victims of the negligent
homicide at Deepwater Horizon you have something
more than meager food for souls forgot.

[Graphic from Rachel Maddow Show via Jalopnik]
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